EDITOR’S NOTE

February 2019
My dear reader how are you.

The new government under a new political
party is in place, for last six months now.
The hype of 100 Days, has culminated
with a huge congregation at Convention
Centre. Well it is over now. Change (
)
Bakhtiar
was the slogan; very rightly people would
vote for a change and not for inertia and status quo. So it was
when slogan of Roti, Kapra aur Makan was raised in early
70s. Today the political scenario appears to be confused and
marred by confrontation due to moves and counter-moves
and the daily brawl among the three big parties. It is the same
whether on TV talk shows, PAs or even NA, unfortunately.
The fight, which can be rated internecine, is intense, on all
forms of mass communication. The popular and in-fashion
discourse and intercourse has been looking backwards, all
the time and blaming the past. Of course, the two to be
blamed in the descending order are PML N and PPP, for all
the issues, troubles and the hardships. Howsoever true, PTI
mouths may be, that is certainly not the solution to move
on or the way-forward. In this fog, there is nothing but
dust, smoke, bad taste and disappointments. It is sometimes
followed-up thru apologies for using un-parliamentary
language and wrong reporting. All three, all the time keep
drawing negative symmetries, to balance or surpass the
score. Here we will try to ignore these short-lived verbal
victories and losses and resort to some economic indicators,
the hard facts and figures rather than the art and fiction of
blame game.
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123.7
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130.3
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Balance of
Rs. in
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Trade
Millions
Millions
249, 657
617, 949
-368, 292
214,367
549,708
-335,341
248,128
631,246
-383,118
246,015
617,646
-371,631
287,798
615,030
-327,232
All these figures are from Statistics
Bureau of Pakistan.

Rupee was devalued. What it takes to devalue own
currency, is a rather complicated affair, to be handled by
SBP. Devaluation helps in three ways; boosting exports, and
decreasing imports, shrinking the trade deficit, and finally
to reduce ‘sovereign debt servicing’. When the actions
stipulated with devaluation, required by fiscal discipline
are not taken, it can terribly harm the already weaker
currencies. It increases inflation, reduces purchasing
power, reduces real wages, investor is scared, and flight

of capital becomes a probability. Above all, the existing
debt snowballs in opposite direction proportionately.
Aug 18

16,389.9

Sep 18

14,920.7

Oct 18

14,016.4

The total liquid FE Reserves as shown
in the table on the left. It is in Mn of
US $.

In addition, to these figures and data,
Nov 18 14,011.4 devaluation of rupee alone has added,
Rs. 1.4 Tn since Aug 2018! [Oct 10,
Dec 18 13,752.9
2018, Dawn]. Our total debt stood at
$ 95 bn on Jun 30th, in Feb 19 it stands at $ 96735.00 Mn or
96 Bn [Source SBP as quoted by Trading Economics]. IMF
reports that debt will rise to 103 Bn by Jun 19. [The Express
Tribune, Feb 1st.]
We have hopes in the initiatives being taken by the Govt for
the future. We MUST realize our responsibility towards our
Country. After all it is my Pakistan as much it is that of IK or
Asad Umer. If government has its domain and scope (Whole
of Pakistan); so do I have my home and my conviction and
habit of being loyal to Pakistan. Please see this schedule
below:
MADE IN
Pakistan

China

Taiwan

Korea Japan

England

Rest of the
countries to
be added

Rs. xxx

You or your wife, whosoever is spending the money, is
responsible to Pakistan. Enter the price of the items you buy.
See that you note down where it was made-in and endorse
under the appropriate column. Start with the car, AC and
the fridge and not the pack of flour, sugar and potato chips.
But be honest to yourself and that implies to your country.
Total up at the bottom of each column, every fortnight or
the month, and stand in front of the mirror with this chart,
and talk to Pakistan. Tell him/her how much you gave to
Pakistan and how much did you help the rest, keeping their
economies stronger and theirs keeping yours weaker.
Dr. M A K Chisti an old friend, a dedicated Pakistani and an
old recipient and reader of BM is joining us with his article.
Welcome Doctor sahib. The vision of ‘Better Pakistan’
waited for you for a decade. A great deal of focus remains
on Doha Talks and on Pak-US relation in general. Ms. Samia
is here with advice to look after mangroves and marine
life. Ms. Saba Stephen is back with her most soft heart and
scalpel pen. Child Abuse, what a barbaric sin
it is. I am proud of you my brilliant student.
Wishing you a prosperous Pakistan.
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S DESK
SLIPS BETWEEN THE CUP
AND THE LIPS
FUTURE OF US-TALIBAN TALKS
Dark clouds tightly wrapped
around this region had menacingly
thundered, poured acid rain and
evaporated the dreams of welfare
and happiness of the people of
Afghanistan and Pakistan for
the last more than two decades.
But the recent developments in Lt Gen Naeem K Lodhi
the shape of American desire to
leave Afghanistan and the subsequent talks and parleys
between US and Afghan Taliban indicate that a profound
change in the environment may emerge within the next
few months. This is a great news for most of the people
of the Region. However we need to understand that a
war that ensued for seventeen long years in the rugged
terrain of Afghanistan, deeply shook nearly all the
neighboring countries, most effected being Pakistan,
cannot be expected to abruptly be decided by few days’
table talks.
What could be the possible outcomes of these new
endeavors is anybody’s guess. However, if we keep
in mind the basic interests of various stake holders,
it may become easy to loosen the entangled knot and
discern the direction of various strands. Let us get to
the brass tacks. What are the American interests in the
region? Circumvent China, prevent Russian ingress
in Afghanistan and towards Indian Ocean through
Pakistan, keep an eye on nuclear developments in
Iran, and to an extent in Pakistan also. For helping
them to achieve all this, they have strong partners in
the shape of India, the Unity Government, drug barons
of Afghanistan, some warlords and gun runners that
operate better under unstable political environment.
Long term instability can also be created by elements
of Daesh, ISIL and contractors like Blackwater etc. To
offset the US designs, at the forefront are the Afghan
Taliban, people of Afghanistan, Russia, China, Iran,
some CARs and of course Pakistan. The latter group
would benefit from peaceful Afghanistan that is well
integrated in the economic activities of the region. And
CPEC may be a key to future prosperity of this region,
but for that Afghanistan must provide a peaceful
passage for CARs and Russia.
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If our above mentioned basics facts are correct, there
is hardly any crystal gazing required to arrive at
logical conclusions. Add to this the ground situation
in Afghanistan and the most likely scenario starts
emerging automatically. The US is leaving Afghanistan
not out of choice but due to heavy politico-economic
losses along with not an enviable military situation. But
in the last seventeen years they have cultivated enough
spoilers in the region that they can work for them for
quite some time, but against a strong resistance and
resolve of a group of entities, as already mentioned.
So the American objectives of starting talks with the
Taliban are twofold; one to secure their peaceful exit
for which they require goodwill of Afghan Taliban and
Pakistan’s support ; and secondly to leave Afghanistan
in turmoil with the help of entities mentioned above
to ensure achievement of interests, that were being
pursued earlier.
Thus it is only change of posture by US, exploring
alternative strategies, in pursuance of the same old
interests. But it is going to be dialectic of wills as those
who want to change status quo (controlled turmoil),
the peace seekers are also in good numbers and quite
strong if they act in unison.
IT WOULD BE A MIRACLE, IF THE PRESENT
ROUNDS OF TALKS BETWEEN TALIBAN AND
AMERICA RESULT IN ENDURING PEACE.
PEACE CAN ONLY BE ENSURED BY LEAVING
AFGHANS TO THEIR OWN MACHINATIONS
WITH THE SUPPORT OF REGIONAL POWERS.

EDUCATION VS. CHANGE

Education is vehicle of change for good. One would
be as much educated as much one can yield and
deliver for benevolence. Have your credentials been
able to affect a change?
Areas of influence, if you can measure, will let you
know it.
Customs, traditions and interests are forces of inertia.
How much of these enjoy the hold over you?
Areas of personal concern will let you know; if you
can measure these.
The revolution as to how to measure the day can
start from today. Are you going to raise the flagpole
of change from Today. Sure go-ahead. Wishing you
Godspeed.
Bakhtiar
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PAK-U.S. RELATIONS
As a long-time member of
Patron-in-Chief
Thinkers Forum Pakistan, I
often wondered at the utility and
validity of discussing Pak-U.S.
relations every six months. And
here I am doing the very same
thing. The effort is not to give a
final word or verdict on the subject
but to highlight why our analyses ACM Kaleem Saadat
become flawed. The reasons for
the current bout of elation and optimism are the visits
and statements made by Zalmay Khalilzad, the U.S.
Special Envoy for Afghanistan and Senator Lindsey
Graham, the Chairman of Senate Judiciary Committee.
The Afghan President Ashraf Ghani also expressed
his appreciation for Pakistan’s efforts toward bringing
the Taliban to the negotiating table. As usual “senior
military analysts” on our TV channels were called
upon to determine the causes of change of attitude of
the Afghan and U.S. governments.
On our side the PTI government wants to claim credit
for this diplomatic ‘breakthrough’ whereas everyone
knows that the foreign policy related to significant
countries like the U.S., China and India are driven by
the military establishment. Every important interlocutor
visits the GHQ too to seek to validate that what he may
have been told at the Foreign Office and PM House, has
military’s support too. There is consistency of views
and continuity of stance on the part of our establishment
vis-à-vis our important partners as well as adversaries.
The media and analysts on it, complicate the matter
by creating hype about every word uttered or gesture
made by foreign officials. We get unnecessarily
frightened by the negative statements and excited by
the positive signals. The fact of the matter is that words
mean nothing; actions are consequential. Presidents
Bush, Obama and Trump as well as their respective
secretaries of State and Defense have always demanded
of Pakistan to do more. All of them have come and
gone but Pakistan has been driven by the exigencies
of its national interest and has stood its ground. The
U.S. has tried to coerce and sanction Pakistan in the
past as it is doing now but Pakistan has only yielded to
their demands to the extent doable; beyond that it has
been refused. President Trump made one of the most
disparaging tweet about Pakistan on New Year day

of 2018, only to come pleading for Pakistan’s help in
Afghanistan a full year later.
So coming back to the question why now? The answer
cannot be a simple or a straight forward one considering
the fact that the initiative for these matters lies with the
most mercurial and unpredictable person on the globe
these days- Donald Trump! According to everyone else,
his Administration is failing and he is very unpopular,
while he claims to be the most successful president in
American history and the peoples’ favorite one too. He
is so fond of himself and for him every endeavor is a
zero-sum game. He stopped military training and aid as
well as Coalition Support Fund payments to browbeat
Pakistan. That inconvenienced Pakistan but it certainly
was not a life-and-death matter. Domestically, he
was not delivering on campaign promises, of which
withdrawal of American troops from unending wars,
was an important one. He feels the promises related to
the military are easy to fulfil as he just has to order and
the Pentagon delivers. So he wants to declare victory
and reduce troop presence in Afghanistan. His military
advisors cannot do either in the current circumstances.
The only option is to bring about a political settlement
and design a power sharing formula amongst various
ethnic groups, of which Taliban are an important and
crucial one. Unfortunately, they are averse to American
objectives in Afghanistan. They are unwilling to talk
to Ashraf Ghani led government and cede to American
forces’ continued presence there.
The prevailing global order and competing interests of
Russia and China in the region complicate the intraAfghan political settlement. The trade war between
China and America precludes cooperative efforts
elsewhere. China has had three visits from North
Korean President Kim with a view to bolstering him in
his negotiations with President Trump ahead of the next
anticipated summit. Specific to Pakistan the Belt and
Road Initiative and Gwadar port are significant fears
for America. Chinese investments in Pakistan, Central
Asia and Africa undermines American influence there.
Nobody knows what reckless isolationist, nationalist
policies of Trump would do to the global order?
Whether it would bring China to its knees and cause a
global recession or would just force it to yield to some
of Trump’s demands on trade so that he can declare
victory. This is a very high-stakes brinkmanship.
Although the U.S. military and economic superiority
5
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would cause us to think that it has an edge but the
way the current government is functioning, it is
highly unlikely that they have a grand plan other than
Trump’s personal instincts. The U.S. government has
been partially shut down-proudly by President Trump
himself- for nearly a month and there has been an
unusually high turnover of key officials like NSA,
Chief of Staff, secretaries of State, Defense, Attorney
General etc. The Chinese on the other hand are being
governed according to a deliberate plan and strategy.
While the U.S. concentrated on weapons, drones
and metal detectors, Chinese focused on artificial
intelligence, virtual reality and robotics. Their vision
for 2025 scares everyone.
What should Pakistan do? Sadly, we want others to do
our job. We wanted America to fight for us or defend
us in 1971. We want China to make us prosperous. We
don’t want to pay our taxes and beg China, KSA, UAE,
Qatar and Malaysia to take care of our budget deficit.
The bill for our military is also dependent on loans we
take from others. We accumulated 24.5 trillion rupees
debt in 70 years, and this government has added another
2.6 trillion in just 5 months despite making claims of
breaking the begging bowl. They rue that they inherited
a bankrupt economy; that has been the case for every
incoming government. The gas and petroleum that they
are getting on deferred payment are debts for future
governments. So what’s new?
With respect to America, we should do our best to
help establish peace in Afghanistan and renounce the
idea of strategic depth. There should be a quid pro quo
for everything we do for them. We should understand
that our relationship with America is and will remain
transactional, notwithstanding their claims to the
contrary. We don’t control Taliban and we owe nothing
to Afghans, who are openly hostile to us. The Afghan
refugees should go back as soon as possible. In short do
what is best for us and develop a consensus about what
is best for us.

DISCLAIMER
The Forum takes no responsibility of the data or the
information provided by the author. The opinion on
any issue is that of the writer and not of the TFP.
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APPARENT BREAKTHROUGH IN
AFGHAN PEACE TALKS
By the time Barak Obama
completed his second term
in office, the tenacious battle
between the ISAF-ANSF and the
Taliban had completed 15th year
of the struggle, and had reached
the stage of a stalemate which
suited the Taliban. Soon after Brig Asif Haroon Raja
Donald J. Trump took over power
in January 2017, General John W. “Mick” Nicholson
Jr. recommend to him to dispatch a few thousand more
troops to Afghanistan simply to maintain “a stalemate.”
That is, exactly what had happened in 2009, when
General Stanley McChrystal had warned President
Barack Obama that “mission failure” was likely
unless he sent reinforcements! Obama did not ignore
McChrystal’s recommendation; he tripled U.S. troop
strength to a hundred thousand personnel. Strength of
NATO was raised to 50,000.
However, the troop surge instead of making a difference
in the battlefield, multiplied ISAF war casualties in
Helmand and Nuristan battles to such an extent that
Gen McChrystal was forced to make a change in
military posture from forward to rearward.
Forward posts were vacated and the troops were shifted
to the eight military bases and the entire rural belt of
southern and eastern Afghanistan was abandoned.
ISAF discarded boots on ground strategy and confined
their role to providing air and intelligence support to
the ANSF and to carryout selected search and destroy
missions by the Special Forces.
Bunkering of the foreign troops and lack of capacity
of the ANSF rived in several indiscipline problems
enabled the Taliban to consolidate their positions in
these areas which had all along been their bastions of
power due to demographic preponderance of Pashtuns
that had been sidelined. They soon gained the initiative
and an upper edge over the ISAF and ANSF after
they successfully carried out attacks in all parts of the
country.
Another setback suffered by the US and its allies
was the ouster of CIA-RAW-NDS backed TTP in
Swat, Shangla, Malakand, Buner, Bajaur and South
Waziristan (SW) as a result of Operations Rah-e-Rast
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and Rah-e-Nijat launched by Pak Army in 2009. Had
the ISAF in line with the declared policy of ‘anvil and
hammer’ provided the anvil along the border in SW,
none of the TTP fighters and leaders could have escaped
to Afghanistan. Pak military managed to clear 17 of the
18 administrative units under the control of the TTP in
the northwest and thus gained an upper hand.

Qazi courts in rural areas and settle disputes speedily.
He viewed the corrupt police poorly involved in crimes,
drugs and cruelties. He had lot many complaints against
the 195,000 strong Afghan National Army involved in
green-over-blue attacks, selling weapons to Taliban
and becoming their informers, and lacking in fighting
spirit.

When Obama found that the occupying force is
not capable of defeating the Taliban, he wisely
announced the withdrawal of ISAF spread over
3½ years starting Jul 2011 and completing by end
December 2014. This decision had annoyed the new
ISAF Commander Gen Petraeus and the Pentagon.
Petraeus announced an offensive in Kandahar in 2011,
but subjected it to the clearance of North Waziristan
(NW), the last bastion of the TTP and the alleged safe
haven of the Haqqani network (HN).

Besides his lamentation against internal power centres,
he repeated the complaints of his predecessors of
continued presence of safe havens of the Afghan Taliban
and HN in Pakistan and the latter providing support to
them. He held Pakistan responsible for the instability
in Afghanistan saying that the safe havens help the
insurgents to retreat whenever cornered, regroup and
relaunch attacks.

Accordingly the US mounted excessive pressure on
Islamabad to do the needful, but Gen Ashfaq Kayani
astutely waited for the right moment to tackle the most
difficult region and in his view, 2014 was the right year
when the troop withdrawal of ISAF would be at its fag
end. NW was cleared by the Army under Gen Raheel
Sharif in 2015 starting June 2014, but after a brief
pause, grumbling of US-Afghan nexus restarted.
Under heavy pressure from the Pentagon, government
in Kabul and India, Obama reluctantly agreed to sign a
bilateral agreement with the new unity government of
Ashraf Ghani and Dr. Abdullah that had taken over in
September 2014 and left behind a small force of 8400
troops called ‘Resolute Support Group’ (RSG) meant to
provide technical, training, intelligence and air support
to the ANSF as well as selected specialized operations.
The reasons put forward by Gen Nicholson for
demanding additional troops were similar to his
predecessors. He said that the current U.S. force levels
are insufficient to keep the Taliban from regaining lost
ground, particularly in the south, which has long been
the Taliban’s heartland.
He blamed the Kabul government for most of the
woes. In his view, Ashraf Ghani and Dr. Abdullah
alliance was unnatural and hence dysfunctional owing
to corruption, ineptness and in-house power struggle,
preventing it from attending to the peoples issues.
He blamed the courts for failing to provide justice
thereby enabling the Taliban to hold their Sharia based

He bluntly stated that unless this support base is
dismantled, and Pakistan stops considering the Taliban
as its strategic assets, the Taliban cannot be defeated.
He also highlighted the provision of material support
to the Taliban by Iran and Russia which had further
worsened the security situation.
Talking about earlier troop surge in 2009 as to why
it didn’t succeed, he argued that Obama benefited
the Taliban and handicapped the ISAF after he
announced the drawdown plan just two years later. The
commencement of withdrawal in July 2011 bolstered
the spirits of the Taliban and demoralized the ANSF
and the people of Afghanistan. The withdrawing
troops had no heart left to indulge in fighting and
wanted to return home in one piece.
He admitted the heavy toll of casualties suffered by the
Afghan Army losing 6785 soldiers between January
1 and November 12, 2016 and injuries to 11,777. He
praised the ANA supported by airpower for preventing
the Taliban from overrunning the provincial capitals of
Lashkar Gah and Kunduz, and their inability to contest
the rural areas. He however, didn’t tell the whole truth.
Devoid of air protection, and fearing heavy casualties
on account of strafing and bombings by the jets, the
Taliban after seizing the provincial capitals had
abandoned them. More so, control of Taliban over
rural areas adjacent to Pakistan imply control
over strategic highways connecting Torkham and
Chaman crossing points with the Afghan provincial
capitals, the only two routes for providing supplies
to foreign troops.
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Like the contention of Gen McChrystal, Nicholson
also assessed that rolling back the Taliban would
probably require a deployment of at least a hundred
thousand troops, but without an attached timeline. He
hastened to add that even then rolling back the Taliban
would not be possible as long as Pakistan continued
to provide them a lifeline. Scapegoating Pakistan has
been the traditional excuse of all the US military
commanders to hide their failures.
Abundant resources together with plentiful air assets,
sophisticated technology and 360,000 well trained and
equipped ANSF supported by 18000 RSG troops should
have been more than enough for Gen Nicholson to at
least contain the ragtag Taliban. Instead he sought 2030,000 additional troops, and trainers to train Afghan
air force only to maintain the stalemate and to retain
control over provincial capitals, that too conditional
to dismantlement of safe havens in Pakistan about
which till to-date no proof has been furnished. He
wanted more Afghan pilots to train on A-29 Super
Tucano light-attack aircraft that can provide closeair support to troops in combat. He also desired full
control of field commanders over use of jet missions
and drones.
To make his appeal convincing, he sounded a warning
that failure to beef up the RSG and to consider
departing would amount to squandering away all that
Washington had sought to achieve in the region since
the 9/11 attacks and would pave the way for the Taliban
to takeover power and for the re-entry of Al-Qaeda and
Daesh.
And when all his wishes were granted by Trump
after he announced his new Afghan policy on August
22, 2017, and the US adopted a threatening posture
against Pakistan to restrain it from its alleged support
to the Taliban, Nicholson could do nothing to contain
the offensive of the Taliban and continued to lose
space. Attacks on major cities including Kabul and
other provincial capitals like Jalalabad and Ghazni
intensified.
The Taliban now exercise full control over 54% territory
where they have shadow governors and 20% areas are
being contested. ANSF and civil casualties in 2017-18
have touched alarming figures. No ground battle has
been won by the Afghan Army and hardly any suicide
attack or raid could be pre-empted. Between 2016 and
8

2018, it has suffered 40,000 fatalities.
Continued deteriorating situation in Afghanistan
and Pakistan refusing to do more forced Trump
administration to seek peace talks which it had
arrogantly rejected earlier on. Encouraged by the 3-day
ceasefire during the Eidul Fitr in June 2018, the US
relented to the demand of Taliban to hold direct talks
with them at Doha and the first session was held in
July 2018. Zalmay Khalilzad was dispatched as the
special US envoy to expedite peace process and arrive
at a political settlement as early as possible. He kept
trying to convince the Taliban leadership to include
the Afghan government in future talks but couldn’t
make any headway since the Taliban consider it an
illegitimate puppet regime imposed by USA.
The next round of inconclusive talks were again held at
Doha in November 2018 in which the Taliban insisted
on release of their prisoners, removing their leaders
from blacklist and letting them move freely, and lastly
giving a firm timeframe of exit of foreign troops.
Zalmay insisted on immediate and unconditional
6-month ceasefire to be able to hold presidential
election in April 2019, retention of 2-3 military bases
and the constitution framed by USA and the Afghan
government, and to include Kabul regime in peace
process. He added another demand of release of Prof
Kevin King because of which the Taliban called off the
talks.
The third two-day session was held at UAE starting
December 17, duly facilitated by Pakistan which was
also attended by reps from HN, KSA and Pakistan.
Taliban wanted Pakistan, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA) and UAE to act as guarantors for the peace
accord. Inclusion of Afghan government remained a
sticking point due to which no breakthrough could be
achieved. The agenda for future talks was however,
reduced to two points only – the US to give exact
schedule of complete withdrawal of occupying forces,
and the Taliban to give an assurance that Afghan soil
will not be allowed for terrorism against any other
country.
Sensing that UAE, KSA and Pakistan were pressurizing
the Taliban to agree to talk with the Kabul government,
the Taliban cancelled the next session at Islamabad
where Zalmay stayed on for four days, but ultimately
on the persuasion of Pakistan, the Taliban agreed to
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hold talks at Doha on 21 January which were stretched
to six days and ultimately a breakthrough was achieved
on 26 January. The Taliban team was headed by Mullah
Abdul Ghani Baradar who had recently been released
by Pakistan.
The US has in principle agreed to issue a timetable of
withdrawal of troops which will be completed in next
18 months. It must have agreed to quit with bag and
baggage without leaving any stay-behind group. It has
agreed to remove Taliban leaders from blacklist, lift
ban on their movement and to release prisoners. The
Taliban agreed to release US prisoners, provide safe
exit to withdrawing troops and held an assurance that
they will neither support terrorism or will harbor any
terrorists group in Afghanistan. They added that in
the last 18 years, the Taliban have never been found
involved in any terror attack including 9/11.
It was also mutually agreed that the future government
in Kabul will disconnect ties with the TTP and Baluch
insurgents and not work against Pakistan’s interests.
They have also assured that once the agreement is
finalized and signed duly countersigned by Pakistan,
KSA and UAE as guarantors, they will hold talks with
Ashraf Ghani’s team and work out modalities for the
future interim government which will remain functional
for three years.
There are still many a slip between the cup and the
lip because of the negative role of the spoilers that
have all along scuttled peace process owing to their
vested interests. The Afghan National Alliance (ANA)
government having remained in power at a stretch
from end 2001 would like to extract maximum from
the power sharing formula with the Taliban. India
would also like to maintain its influence in the country
where it has invested over $ 2 billion. Likewise, it is the
desire of Washington to install a friendly government
in Kabul which may not be possible if Taliban call
all the shots. Similar are the priorities of Iran that has
remained aligned with ANA. Subject to approval of
the Doha draft agreement by Kabul and Washington,
another meeting will be held between the US team and
Taliban team headed by Mullah Baradar at Doha in
February to sign formal agreement.
Hard Realities
For all practical purposes, the US has lost the war in
Afghanistan. It can neither contain, roll them back nor

defeat the Taliban, nor can it work out a peace deal with
the Taliban at its own, or can exit safely and honorably.
Its strategy to tire the Taliban and force them to seek
peace from position of weakness didn’t work. The US
finds itself badly stuck in its self-created mess which it
cannot clear.
The reality has finally dawned upon the US leadership
that there is no military solution to the Afghan
imbroglio. The ANSF and RSG are incapable of
confronting the Taliban offensive, which is well poised
to gain control over some important capital cities like
Ghazni and Helmand.
The Taliban cannot achieve victory as long as they suffer
from the handicap of air defence. But the stalemate is in
their favor since time and casualty factors favor them.
While the occupying forces have no cause to justify
their prolonged occupation of Afghanistan, the Taliban
have a superior cause to wage a struggle to free their
country.
As long as the ANSF supported by airpower of the
RSG can hold on to major cities where two-thirds of the
population reside, the Kabul regime can survive. The
day the Taliban procure surface to air missiles, the
Taliban will acquire the military capability to hold
on to captured cities, thereby overturning the balance
in their favor. It had happened when the Mujahideen
were given stinger missiles in 1986 which forced the
Soviets to quit.
The Taliban are no more diplomatically isolated since
today they enjoy the support of Russia, China, Pakistan,
KSA, UAE and Qatar. Central Asian Republics are also
not as antagonist as they were in the past.
Conversely, the US is getting isolated and unpopular.
Its troops are getting weary and so is the US which is
spending $ 45 billion a year in fighting this futile war
and has already sunk $ 1.5 trillion without achieving
any of its objectives. Over 2000 troops have lost their
lives and another 20,000 have sustained injuries.
Suicide rate has intensified while post stress disorder
cases have reached alarming proportions.
The US position has become weaker after its decision
to pullout from Syria and its indication to pullout
7000 troops from Afghanistan this year. This trend has
boosted the Taliban and their bargaining power and
that is why they withstood pressure and stuck to their
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demands firmly and ultimately succeeded in making
the sole super power to bend and withdraw.
Pakistan which has all along been distrusted, castigated,
whipped and punished is now being cajoled and
won over by the overweening USA. Besides helping
in finalizing the peace agreement with the Taliban,
Pakistan is the only country which provides land-based
exit routes to the withdrawing US troops and their
heavy baggage, and also providing a bridge to the US
for its future contacts with Kabul and Central Asia.
Worried about Russia and China filling the power
vacuum after its departure, Washington want a friendly
government in Kabul, and to maintain a reasonable
influence in the region.
Given the change in fortunes, victory of Taliban and
their return to power is a foregone conclusion. It is to
be seen how well Pakistan plays its cards in playing
a role in avoiding the recurrence of violence of the
1990s, in cultivating best of relations with the Taliban
to ensure secure western border, and mainstreaming
them in regional and global geo-economic politics.
Pakistan must insist upon the US, the West as well as
the international community to help establish a broadbased transition government in Kabul, which can
conduct fair and free elections and to reconstruct and
rehabilitate war torn Afghanistan.
In case the peace deal is taken to its logical end,
Pakistan will be a big gainer and India as well as its
proxies based in Afghanistan big losers.

TALIBAN - PLEASE TEACH THE
WORLD
What does it take to win in the
battlefield? What is dearer?
a. Does one need ICBM, Nap or the
Earth Cruise Missiles, Mother of
all Bombs, Stealth Bombers and
Trident the SLBM?
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b. Satellite imagery, remote sensing
IR mapping, NVDs, laser distance measuring and
terminally guided war-heads?
c. Air Division, Air Borne Logistics, Inter-Sector
Mobility capability and LRMP Air Craft or Offshore Logistics bases?
d. Does it need to be an all-powerful Emperor (Japan)
or a King (Belgium) or a Queen (UK) or heading a
Super Power from Brezhnev to Gorbachev? Or to
be C-in-C of all national resources and the military
might (USA). Not even President of Afghanistan
(Ashraf Ghani).
History has witnessed freedom fighters and those who
could pay the price of freedom and independence; like:
a. Syed Ahmed B. Shaheed - 1786-1831.
b. Inyatullah Mashriqi - 1888 - 1963.
c. Hur Movement - 1890-1942.
d. Koreas - 1950-53.
e. Vietnam - 1955-1973.
Afghan Glorious history of Resistance:

Experience and Knowledge
Every experience evokes something from the soul
of man. Even the experience of sin will reveal
some aspect of your soul of which you were not
cognisant before. Experience, then, is a double
source of knowledge; it gives you an insight into
what is without you, as well as an insight into what
is within you.
Stray Reflections - Allama Iqbal
April, 1910
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a. First Afghan War- 1839-1842. Defeated the then
Super Power British Raj.
b. Second Afghan War - 1878-1880. Defeated British
Queen again, since she invaded again.
c. Against USSR- 1979-89. Were it is still to be
established; whether shaheeds were 1.2 million or
1.5 Million. And Pakistan (Zia ul Haq) accepted
threat and possibility of two-front war. USSR
disintegrated in next two years.
d. Taliban the Great; 2001-2019. It may not be
conclusive as yet, fine we may add a year or two.
This time the sole super power, the US was the
occupation force and the warriors to face and to be
defeated.
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THANK YOU AMERICA
Thank you America, you did what
you are capable of doing. You
should have done it much earlier.
You have unnecessarily put your
people, the tax payers, under
relentless pressure. Your “war on
terror” expenditure has crossed
$4 Trillion dollars. Expenditure Prof. Dr. MAK Chishty
on maintaining your troops in
Afghanistan has crossed $100 Billion dollars. Your
budget deficit is touching $16.45 Trillion dollars.
You are under debt of over $14 Trillion dollars. Your
economy is standing on the moving sands. A bubble,
which your own economists are predicting, is about
to burst. Very rightly so you have put strings to your
support to Pakistan.
It is always good to run away from the theatre of war.
You did it in Korea, then in Vietnam. Prior to that, you
buckled in front of Cuba, when Castro and Che Guevara
kicked out your prodigy, Batista. You are running out
of Afghanistan now. Do it fast, lest your poodle stops
wagging its tail. This time your exit should be forever.
Look after your household. Something is rotting out
there. Before it gets too late to mend, smoothen up your
wrinkles. I am sure; you must have calculated the risk
of losing your good old friends, the family of Saud’s.
You must be aware of the disasters of delinking of
dollar from petro sales. Iran and Venezuela has already
shown you the door. What if Saudis lose their hold?
How many of you really know the state of affairs
when Pakistan came into being? Indian Government
betrayed the Government of Pakistan. British were
an accomplice to this betrayal. Funds were stopped;
share of equipment including military hardware was
not given to Pakistan. There was only one textile mill
by the name of Layallpur Cotton Mills at Layallpur
(now Faisalabad). There was another textile mill by
the name of Mela Ram Textile Mills in Lahore, which
was nonfunctional. Today, Pakistan has 450 cotton
spinning mills and 35 composite textile mills. The
paper manufacturing facility was in East Pakistan at
Karnaphuli. The electricity was scarce. The resources
were so meager that Acasia thorns were used as paper
pins to tag the papers. Lanterns with kerosene oil were
the lamps providing light at night or in the dark offices.

You must be thinking as to why I’m recalling these
old stories. Yes! There is a reason. In all poverty and
hunger, Pakistanis remained steadfast. These hardy
souls toiled the land and got the results. Despite all the
upheavals and deceits by your prodigies, this nation
kept on progressing. You killed Liaqat Ali Khan to
bring your own pets, but, even then the nation moved
ahead. Your blunder was to put Pakistan under sanctions
in 1965. Your betrayal jolted this nation. You played
blind with India, when she was planning to dismember
Pakistan in 1971. Then again in 1974, when India
went nuclear, your response was muted. This was jolt
enough for us Pakistanis to go nuclear. Not only that
we went nuclear, our technology was much more
sophisticated than Indians and even yours.
It is good that you passed the Pressler Amendment and
again forced the Pakistanis to stand firm on their feet.
Figures must be there with you. Sift through and find
out that how the Pakistanis developed missiles even
better than stinger. It must be in your knowledge that
stingers do not function at Siachin. It was the Pakistani
technology which broke the backbone of Indian Army
Aviation in Siachin.
It is good that you have once again decided to tie the
strings with the “Aid”. You know, this nation is unique.
Almost blackout conditions do not make them rowdy
hooligans. Do you remember the looting of New York
stores and shops, when there was electric break down
some years ago? The hardy Pakistanis can endure
scorching heat and even then do not go naked. By the
way, our scorching heat is above 40 C and not 28 C.
More than 70% of our population lives in the rural
areas. Out of remaining 30% in urban areas more than
90% is living in equally hard conditions. Therefore,
hardship is part and parcel of the majority.
What about you? Your people are not akin to such
situation. Your debt of $14 trillion is getting fatter by
day. Main contributor to your extravagance, Japan,
is now in itself in turmoil. The Euro is dying its own
death. China will never bail you out. Do you have
the guts to publicize what Gordon Duff is saying?
He is one of your citizens, shouting at the top of his
voice, warning you to mend your ways. This Senior
Editor of ‘Veterans Today’ has repeatedly brought to
light your follies. He says, “Afghanistan will have
leftover 150,000 American troops killed, wounded or
permanently disabled at a financial cost of $1.2 trillion
11
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over the next 20 years. This does not include other war
costs”. Dare read his latest article, “Afghanistan: An
American Rape. Is ‘slow withdrawal’ an answer to
rape?”
Run Americans run, it is your fate now, because 2%
of your population, Jews, is doing the same thing
which 1% of them did in Germany, way back in
1929. You are being controlled by them, the way they
were doing in Germany. How naïve are you? How
oblivious are you of the strangle hold of Israel? Disaster
is their fate and so is yours. Save yourself if you can.
Dr. M A K Chishti
Professor of management sciences, researcher,
scholar. More than 20 PhDs have done their
research under his supervision, so far.

FLUTE
In a full moon night, I saw a Darvash,
He was in love of the love of Love.
Wearing a flowers crown; flute in his
hands,
Playing in ecstasy from the soul his

Matloob Bokhari

soul song.
All those dissolved in love were in pleasant glee;
Deer entranced, stones illumined and flowers danced.
Shining moon, twinkling stars flowed in a river of joy.
Flute notes mingled with the music of universal love,
Babbling brooks, whispering pines, singing wind,
And gushing rills played the flute of universal love.
Heavenly music silenced the rumble of dark clouds,
The rhythm of rain washed away the noise of violence
Souls purified, hearts softened in the valley full of
melody
All sung in the praise of beauty, love, truth and peace.
Joy was in the air; calmness in blue sky and peace in
the valley.
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SAVE MANGROVE
It is a fallacy that surplus water or
flood water that makes its way into
the sea gets wasted. In fact several
environmentalists argue nothing
in nature goes wasted. If water
streams down, falling into sea,
there is nothing to worry about.
After all they have been falling
Ms. Samia Shah
into the sea for ages. This is a
natural process which causes no harm. On the contrary
it is beneficial not only for sea but environment as well.
It is believed that 70 to 80 percent fish in the sea is caught
in continental shelf that has fresh water. If there is no
fresh water, fish catch would drastically be reduced.
Fresh water is also needed to push back brackish water
of the sea. This helps to prevent sea intrusion. The
arrival of fresh water into the sea also causes rainfall.
This may not be the only factors contributing to rainfall
but is one of the important factors. Dwindling fall of
fresh water into the sea also causes dry season.
In fact it is the idea of wastage of water that prompts
people to build dams. The opponents of dams believe
it is not the solution. It is rather inviting more
problems, some of which are even irreversible. Dams
and irrigation reduce the amount of water reaching
mangrove forests, changing the salinity level of water in
the forest. If salinity becomes too high, the mangroves
cannot survive. Freshwater diversions can also lead to
mangroves drying out. In addition, increased erosion
due to land deforestation can massively increase the
amount of sediment in rivers. This can overcome the
mangrove forest’s filtering ability, leading to the forest
being smothered. Usually it is said and believed that
the water in sea is wasting and the only solution to save
it from wasting is to make dam; but this is not the case.
The river water is the need of sea and mangrove, river
water pushes the sea and water the mangrove and it
is an essential need of sea life. The mangrove forests
in Sindh, which have been depleting due to natural
causes as well as human exploitation, were once the
sixth largest mangrove forests out of 92 countries in
the world. The mangrove area and cover which was
26,000sq/km has now decreased to 2,600sq/km.
It is believed that before the construction of dams
and barrages, the delta would receive more than 140
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million acre feet (MAF), which was reduced to 80
MAF and later much further. There is also a difference
of opinion over the amount of water that delta should
receive. During the 1991 Water Accord, which is also
called Water Apportionment Accord, Sindh demanded
10 MAF water for the delta. Punjab insisted 2.5 MAF
would be enough. It was decided that 10 MAF would
be released for delta but many believe last year it was
just 1.5 MAF that was released for the delta. Water
experts believe at least 35 MAF should be released to
avoid sea intrusion and for the health of mangroves.
But since this essential amount of water is not being
released for delta, the province is facing terrible
consequences. More than 2.2 million acres of land
in Thatta, Badin and Sajjawal has been destroyed by
sea intrusion, displacing thousands of people. This is
official figure. Independent experts believe that the
area that has been ruined by sea intrusion is around 4
million acres. Keti Bender and Shah Bender have also
been destroyed. If this does not stop, then more fertile
land of sea will also be devastated by sea intrusion.
Activists in Sindh believe this destruction of 4 million
acres of land was caused by the barrages and dams over
the decades. Some claim that this four million acre of
land has been destroyed because of the construction of
Mangla and Tarbela dams. They fear if more dams are
built then water share of Sindh would further be reduced,
leading to more sea intrusion and more destruction. The
reduced flow of water would also badly affect fishing
community of the province. More than four million
people depend on fishing in Sindh and Balochistan, 2.5
million in Sindh alone. The reduction of water flow has
already led to the shrinking of mangroves that are not
only the nursery of fish, shrimps and prawns but they
also keep natural catastrophes at bay. The destruction
of mangroves would trigger cyclones and other natural
catastrophes which could do unimaginable damage to
Karachi and other coastal cities.
The size of mangrove has already been reduced.
Several decades ago, it used to be spread over an
area of 600,000 hectares in Sindh but because of the
construction of dams and barrages, the water flow
dwindled causing it to shrink to 162000 hectares in
1952. It is now believed to have been further shrunk
to just 70,000 hectares. Sindh government in the past
tried to plant more mangrove plants but because of the
rampant corruption, the campaign did not succeed. If

the government cannot grow more plants, it could at
least make Environmental Protection Agency work. It
seems that the agency does not have any existence in
the province. Visit any coastal area of Karachi and you
could see piles of industrial and human waste being
dumped in sea in violation of all environmental laws.
It is important that the government ensure the adequate
release of fresh water for delta to save mangroves. In
addition to that it should also make all industries set
up their own treatment plants. For the largest city of
Pakistan, there was no sewage treatment plant until
some years ago. After the intervention of the Supreme
Court, the government is now making hectic efforts to
set up such plants. It is important to not only set up
these plants but also monitor their working as well.
Sometimes plants are installed but they do not work
to their full capacity. Civic authorities should make
immediate arrangement for the safe disposal of sewage
water. If they dump untreated sewage water, it will not
only destroy mangroves but the defense wall of the city
as well that keeps natural catastrophes at bay.
(facts taken by a report by DW website titled Pakistan’s
dams threaten mangroves and livelihood, published
December 12, 2018, Bonn, Germany)
Ms. Samia Shah
The writer is a freelance journalist based in
Islamabad, contributing to a weekly column to an
English daily called Morning Mail, Islamabad. An
M Phil in International Relations.

Critical Thinking
Definition
Critical Thinking is the intellectually disciplined
process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing,
applying, analyzing, synthesizing and /or evaluating
info gathered from, or generated by observation,
experience reflection, reasoning or communicated
as a guide to belief and action.”
Bakhtiar
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PERILS OF THE 18TH AMENDMENT
Our founding father had stated in
Jun 1948: ‘It naturally pains me
to find the curse of provincialism
holding sway over any section of
Pakistan. Pakistan must be rid of
this evil. ---At this juncture any
subordination of the larger interest
of the state to the provincial or
local or personal interest would
be suicidal’.

Lt Gen Raza M Khan

By enacting the 18th Constitutional Amendment,
it appears that we may be treading the perilous
path pointed out by the Quaid, as many of the 100
articles of the 1973 Constitution, that were amended,
substituted, inserted, deleted or repealed, unduly
favour the provinces at the expense of the federation.
Consider the following: The concurrent legislative list
(CLL), comprising 47 subjects has been abolished and
all residual subjects, not listed in the CLL or the federal
legislative (FLL), have been assigned to the provinces,
which can now collect taxes on many additional
subjects. Concurrency means simultaneous authority
of the federal and provincial governments over subjects
of mutual concern, which is a norm in most federations,
e.g. explosives, ammunition, arbitration, health,
education, environment and preventive detention under
federal authority etc. In India, 49 such subjects are part
of CLL and all residual powers remain with the Union.
Senator SM Zafar, a senior member of the Parliamentary
Committee (PC) for the purpose argued in his note of
dissent ‘that the omission of the CLL was a violation
of the basic structure of the 1973 Constitution, -- which
shall confront the country with innumerable problems’.
However, this opinion was ignored. Henceforth, the
federal government will control only five subjects -finance, defence, foreign affairs, communications and
revenue. But it will find it difficult to handle even these
subjects, since it does not have adequate funds for the
purpose, or for debt servicing, which consumes over
30 % of our budget, that is likely to rise in the future.
Why? Because the share of the center in the NFC Award
(resource distribution), has been perpetually reduced
from over 57 % in the past to 42.5 %. In India, only 42
% of the resources are allocated to the states. A recent
IMF report observed that this decision was flawed
as it has no provision for unforeseen contingencies
14

including security related or natural catastrophes,
special grants for unpredicted needs, retiring public
sector debt and electricity management (circular
debt etc.). Besides it could diminish the incentive by
the provinces to raise additional taxes themselves.
The share of royalty of the provinces on oil and gas
resources has also been enhanced from 11.5% to 50%.
In short, the provinces are now much richer with very
few obligations, while the center is unable to meet all
its financial compulsions towards federal development,
sovereignty, FATA merger, countering terrorism or
varied international commitments. Additional taxation
by the center or arranging more loans are not the cures
for this mortal predicament.
Another dichotomy has been created where the
provinces have been authorized to obtain loans but
all debts are to be by management by the center.
The composition of the PC for the 18th Amendment
comprising 15 senators and 11 MNAs (none from
PTI) was also faulty, as majority of senators with
regional affiliations diluted the case (if there was any)
of the center. The terms of reference of the Committee
included measures on provision of good governance
to the common citizen, meeting the democratic and
Islamic aspirations of the people; however, it is difficult
to discern any such effort in its work. The Committee
should have promoted an informed debate on the
matter but it kept its deliberations secret, ostensibly
to encourage frank discussion and unanimity. The
Committee assigned only a 40 days period to receive
over 800 recommendations from the general public.
It is unclear how many of these were incorporated;
however, opinions of all stakeholders should have been
solicited three months before the Amendments. The
Committee’s claim of strengthening the federation,
through joint supervision of federal resources, through
a revamped Council of Common Interest (CCI), is a
travesty, since the center has been further marginalized
by empowering the CCI over vital federal subjects.
Most democracies allow two 5 years terms for heads
of governments; however, this restriction has been
removed in Pakistan, which negates the true spirit of
democracy. Provincial elites now handle large funds
with minimal oversight. The center’s power to inflict
governor’s rule in a province has been radically
reduced, even on account of very poor governance,
civil unrest, gross mismanagement, and endemic
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corruption and even internal disturbance that is outside
the power of a provincial government. Central planning
on any subject in provincial domain will now be tough
and the provinces can even disregard the standardized
national educational curricula, to reflect their parochial
or political beliefs therein. This could be dangerously
divisive. Drugs regulation is now a provincial subject
but they lack the capacity for this. Senator Wasim Sajjad,
another member of the PC suggested an amendment
to disallow elections of a person from multiple seats
at the same time, as it imposes many by-elections at
crucial moments later, but this was also ignored. The 18
Amendment was clearly made in a haste (385 working
hours) without exercising due diligence. The former
CJP had therefore astutely observed on 4 Jan that ‘---it
was difficult for the court to interpret the Amendment in
the absence of parliamentary debate on it’. As debate is
a substantial ingredient of democracy, the lack of it on
this crucial Amendment is appalling indeed.
The equation between the center and the provinces
ought to be urgently rebalanced. For the sake of the
country and itself, the federal government must
provisionally resolve these grave concerns through the
CCI. Simultaneously it must engage with like-minded
parties to strike out the perfidious clauses of this
Amendment, either through the parliament, judicial
interpretation or a national referendum under Article
48(6) of the Constitution.
The writer is the former President of the NDU.

CREATIVITY
One definition of creativity reads, ‘‘it is capacity to
discover’’.
Elaboration:
-- One implication of this ability and habit of
thinking is to be able to define the problem the
form in which it should be written.
-- A correctly defined problem will be in concrete
and measurable terms, figures and data.
-- It will help to know when the problem has been
solved and to which extent.
-- Another implication would be the ability to
determine and generate more than two or more
definitions.
Editor

WHAT PTI GOVERNMENT
SHOULD DO
Excerpts
131 measures that will solve many
problems and create a positive
perception of the Government
and the plan for complete and
permanent eradication of poverty,
and the transformation of our
economic, political and social
systems.
Preface

Part-I

Mr. Muhammad
Abd al-Hameed

There are not many major steps that the new
governments in the center and the provinces may take
immediately. Therefore, it should take as many small
steps as it can. Many steps will not cost anything and
many will not cause any difficulty.
The permanent arrangement may be in the form
of a small cell under the Cabinet Division. The
proposed cell will formulate proposals and submit for
implementation directly to the Division for forwarding
to the relevant ministries and provinces. In this way,
there will be no bureaucratic hurdles and delays in the
way of the required action.
Lt Gen. Syed Tanvir H Naqwi will be a very suitable
person to head the proposed cell. ...
This plan gives a list of 131 steps, both small and big.
There must be no pick and choose, as every single
measure will benefit the people.

Governance at Centre
Abolish the weekly holiday on Saturdays
During the days of Prime Minister Yusuf Raza Gilani,
the bureaucrats, who had been trying unsuccessfully
for years, managed to persuade him to introduce a
two-day weekend. Rather than confining the decision
to the Secretariat, they imposed it everywhere, on all
government offices, schools, colleges, universities,
banks, post offices. It caused a huge annual loss of 52
working days. ...
This is a serious problem in offering Friday prayers,
as there is not enough time to change dress and make
other preparations. Half day on Fridays will be a much
better alternative.
15
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There should be only one weekly holiday. It should
preferably be on Saturday, instead of Sunday, so that
the half day on Fridays may be combined with it to
make a sensible weekend. Having a full working day
between the half day on Friday and a full holiday on
Sunday does not make sense.
Earlier, Z A Bhutto declared Friday to be the weekly
holiday. That was also ill advised. It was one of the
most damaging legacies of the first PPP government.
It was introduced to win cheap popularity, without
considering the serious harm that it was to cause.
The weekly holiday on Friday caused several major
problems.
a. Disruption of Friday prayers. Weekly holiday
is a day of rest, of dealing with pending matters
and chores, calling on friends and relatives, social
gatherings, of marriages, meetings, etc. Friday is
also the day of the most important prayer of the
week. With so many distractions and conflicting
engagements, many people were not able to offer
their Friday prayers. ...
b. Confusion about weekends. The Government
offices had six working days, with Thursday as a
half day. However, many companies in the private
sectors had five working days, with weekly holidays
on both Fridays and Saturdays. ...
c. Disruption in international dealings. Since most
of the world worked on Fridays and rested on
Saturdays and Sundays, our international dealings,
especially in the private sector, were seriously
disrupted. Banks, importers, exporters faced
difficulties in dealing with their counterparts.
Solution: The most convenient and suitable
arrangement will be to have a half day on Friday and
a full holiday on Saturday. Offering prayers on Fridays
will thus be as easy as offering Zuhr prayers on all other
days. Full holiday on Saturday can then be devoted to
all social and personal engagements. The weekend will
be uniform for all offices, public or private, businesses,
organizations, institutions. ...
Seven-day week Making another change, the offices,
organizations, institutions, etc., which deal with the
people, should be open seven days a week, such as
banks, post offices, national savings offices, complaint
and help offices of the Government. Many organizations
already work seven days, such as railway, radio,
16

television, newspapers, and airlines. They allow the
staff to have the weekly off on a different day of the
week.

Have different official and public holidays
We have too many holidays for businesses and
industries, causing huge loss of productivity. Holidays
should be divided into two categories: official and
public.
The official holidays should be for Government offices
and all educational institutions, while public holidays
should be for all. ...

Saving working days by adjusting gazette
holidays
Most of the gazetted holidays happen to fall during the
week. This is quite natural. But what is not acceptable
is the increasing tendency to absenteeism that this
phenomenon is causing.
Most of the employees, both in the public and private
sectors, belong to villages or small towns but work in big
cities. Many of them even commute daily. Obviously,
they are keen to spend more time with their families
whenever possible. This desire becomes overwhelming
one or two days before or after a gazetted holiday and
they either get leave for the intervening day or days
or somehow manage to become absent. Even many
employees who do not have to go to some other place
also prefer to enjoy leisure. As a result, little work is
done. ...
Since it is a subject of great public concern, it will be
advisable to mold the public opinion before making
the change. As a first step, newspapers and television
channels may be asked to publish stories (quoting
“reliable sources”) that the shifting of some holidays
is under consideration. They may also publish favourable comments.

Reduce the working week from 48 to 40 hours
The standard working week is of 48 hours or eight hours
per day. The duration is too long, leaving little time to
spend with the family and for household chores. The
long hours also reduce the efficiency of employees.
The working week should be reduced to 40 hours.

National dress for all public servants and
students
Under Gen. Zia, the public servants were allowed to
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wear the national dress while on duty. However, the
senior bureaucrats continued to wear the western dress,
encouraging many subordinates to follow them.
To emphasize national identity and ensure uniformity,
the national dress must be compulsory for all
Government servants. It should also apply to ministers,
MNAs, and MPAs. It is already common in Balochistan
and Khyber province.
The Supreme Court judges used to wear sherwani until
pro-America Chief Justice Iftikhar Chaudhry reverted
to the western dress. Not only should the judges, the
male lawyers also wear the national dress. Female
lawyers always wear the national dress when appearing
in court.
National dress should also be the uniform in all
educational institutions, public or private. There may
be differences in color and design. The lack of uniform
creates an inferiority complex among the students of
the lower middle class.

Attestation of
commissioners

documents

only

by

oath

Whenever the government offices, educational
institutions, organizations, etc. call for applications for
recruitment, admission or some other purpose, they
always ask for attested copies of supporting documents
to be attached. Most of the applications are going to be
rejected in any case. Therefore, this is a cause of a huge
waste of time, effort, and money without any benefit.
The applicants, who obviously send their applications
to a large number of offices and institutions in the
hope of increasing their chances for success, have to
spend literally hundreds of rupees on photocopies of
their documents and then on the postage for the bulky
envelopes. ...
Corruption. The difficult situation leads to corruption.
The personal staff of some officers exploit their
relationship with him and get the documents of total
strangers attested, posing as relatives or friends.
Naturally, the staff does it for monetary consideration.
Some unscrupulous officers themselves get involved in
corruption and encourage their staff to get attestation
for a bribe.
Passing the buck. Looking deeply into the matter, it
becomes obvious that the offices and institutions that
demand attestation by gazetted officers are actually

passing the buck. It is their own responsibility to verify
the genuineness of an applicant’s documents. When
they have made the final selection, they should simply
ask the selected candidates to submit the original
documents with their photocopies.Then some staff
member should compare them. It will not only satisfy
the office/institution but also save inconvenience and
waste of time to government officers as well as the
thousands of applicants who are going to be rejected
in any case.
Solution: All government offices, educational
institutions, etc. may be instructed not to ask for copies
of documents when calling for applications. Instead,
they should design their application forms in a way
that all required information is given therein. If an
office or institution is not using a printed application
form, it may be asked to do so in order to get all
necessary particulars of the applicants without asking
for supporting documents. ...

Abolish all Ruet-e-Hilal Committees
During his last days in power, panicky Z A Bhutto
ordered the formation of Ruet-e-Hilal Committees all
over the country, at district, provincial and national
levels. The action, intended to placate the religious
lobby, turned out to be a nightmare over the years. The
entire country these days is in agony while the central
committee keeps on delaying the announcement of
Eid moon. The committee does not trust the scientific
evidence and insists on hearing from its own people. It
is a ridiculous situation, which only satisfies the ego of
the committee members. ...

Enforce fully international metric measurement
International metric measurements were introduced
about 50 years ago. Unfortunately, the bureaucracy has
still not adopted them completely. Therefore, we often
see in official statements and documents the Imperial
measurements, like inch, foot, square yard, marla,
kanal, cusec, and acre. The media, being lethargic and
indifferent, is still doing the same. Crores and arabs
should be replaced by millions and billions to remove
confusion. Lakhs may continue to be used because the
alternative (“hundred thousand”) is cumbersome). ...

Start a second shift in public services
Many employees in public, as well as private
organizations, are unable to visit many officesduring
17
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normal working hours, such as banks, NADRA offices,
and National Savings. They must get leave from office
to get something done.
The solution lies in having an evening shift. It will also
reduce the rush in these offices during the day. Post
Offices already have an evening shift.

Every Government office should use email
Email is the most convenient and inexpensive means
of communication. Its use is very common, except in
Government departments. Every government office
must arrange for use of email for all communications
with the people.
Every head of a Division, Department, office, or
organization must have an email address and arrange
for the checking of mail every day. ...
Every MNA and MPA may be provided with a
smartphone, smart television, tablet, and laptop. While
remaining in his office in the constituency, the video
link will enable him to participate in proceedings.
Even when he is away from home, he will not have any
difficulty in participation. ...
The convenience of participation will enable an
increase in the number of working days of the house to
nearly 300 every year.

Make Parliament proceedings available online
to all
Starting a television channel to cover Parliament
proceedings, as planned by the previous Government,
will not meet the need. Much better technology is
available and must be utilized.
Arrangements should be made to broadcast live on the
Internet even simultaneously the proceedings of the
National Assembly, the Senate, all committees of both,
all Provincial Assemblies and their committees.
Interested people can watch the proceedings on their
smartphones, tablets, smart television sets, and laptops.
As over 55 million users have access to broadband,
the access will be far easier and wider than just one
traditional television channel. The technical services of
the Pakistan Television may be used for the coverage
of parliamentary proceedings.

Never allow foreign NGOs to work
Non-government organizations (NGOs) of other
countries often serve the interests of foreign
18

Governments and organizations as they get funds from
them. They do intelligence operations under the cover
of humanitarian work. They must not be allowed to
operate in order to protect the national interest.
The national non-government organizations must not
be allowed to accept any donation from any foreign
Government, institution, or organization as the money
may be used to influence them. Only NGOs registered
with the Government may accept donations within the
country. ...

Making all Government publications available
forever...
To make available Government publications has always
been an expensive and difficult operation. Many copies
of the first printing may also become a dead stock. If
the first printing is sold out, most copies of the second
printing may remain unsold. That causes a loss.
Many publications are of great historical interest
but became out of print long ago. There are also
Government publications that were issued during the
colonial rule and scholars cannot find them anywhere.
The new technologies provide a simple as well as an
effective solution. Now all publications, new as well
old, can be made available to everybody, everywhere
and always. The best part is that it will not cost
anything. ...
Downloading from a website is no problem. At present,
there are about 55 million users of the broadbandInternet.
That includes all, who need any publication, especially
paper and electronic media. It will not matter how many
people download publications because the Government
will not have to bear any expenses. ...
The Central Publication Branch of the Central
Government may be assigned the task. The Branch may
borrow a copy of every publication already printed,
scan it, and then return it. Simultaneously, it may get
computer files of new publications and convert them to
PDF with just a few clicks on the keyboard. ...

…and also
institutions

publications

of

Government

The Central and Provincial Governments have set
up many institutions for the promotion of languages,
culture, art, etc., such as the National Language
Promotion Department, Iqbal Academy, and many
provincial ones. They are provided funds for their
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operations. They do useful work but are severely
handicapped due to various reasons, including financial
resources. ...

Revise all district gazetteers of the country
District Gazetteers were issued during the British
period. They were a great source of information.
By now they have become outdated. The Central
Government should create a department under the
Cabinet Division to update the Gazetteers regularly.
Every Gazetteershould be updated every 20 years.
The old Gazetteers may be reprinted digitally and also
translated into Urdu. The new and updated Gazetteers
should be only in Urdu. Those not knowing the
language may get the services of private translators for
what they need. ...

Allow NADRA to issue passports from NIC
centers
The issue of passports and national identity cards by
separate authorities causes problems, including higher
operational costs, when both are interlinked. The
passport is based on the National Identity Card...

NADRA should register all motor vehicles
With tens of millions of vehicles on the roads, the
collection of road tax causes a waste of millions of
man-hours every year. Long lines are seen at post
offices when the deadline nears.
Motor vehicles move all over the country, but their
registration is under the Provincial Governments.
The only purpose of entrusting the registration of
vehicles to Excise and Taxation is to collect road tax.
Consequently, problems are caused in theft control
and law enforcement. NADRA should take over the
registration of vehicles. ...

NADRA should make the change of ones name
simple
At present, any person wishing to change his name
is required to give an advertisement in a newspaper.
With so many newspapers, the ad serves no purpose.
Moreover, it is expensive. ...

NADRA should not require attestation by a
gazetted officer
NADRA should also stop requiring attestation by a
gazetted office for an application for an identity card
because it is illegal. There is no law that requires the

gazetted officers to attest documents of ordinary people.
The legal provision is that an oath commissioner or
notary public should do all attestations. The only
requirement should be that the name and the stamp of
the notary public should be clearly readable, in case
any investigation is necessary.

Privatization of public sector enterprise
The solution to the problems of loss-making public
sector enterprises is not difficult. Call applications
from candidates to head the enterprises. Every qualified
candidate should, along with his resume, submit a plan
to eliminate losses in three-month phases. He may
continue as the head if he succeeds in reducing losses
substantially in every quarterly phase. If he doesn’t
succeed, he may be fired. He may be given a three-year
service contract after achieving breakeven.

Construction of new large dams is not different
There is no provision in the Constitution or any law
that requires that the provinces should approve the
construction of any large dam. The Central Government
built Tarbela, Mangla, Warsak and all other dams
on its own, without bothering to get the approval of
provinces. The latest is Diamar-Bhasha Dam, which is
being built without the approval of any province.
Under President Pervez Musharraf, the central cabinet
approved the construction of five large dams, after
going through the entire process. Kalabagh Dam was
one of them. The Government decided that DiamarBhasha Dam may be taken up first. The decision stands
because no subsequent Governmentmade any change.
President Musharraf made great efforts to build the
confidence of the people in Sindh. He told them that the
underground water in Sindh was brackish and they can
irrigatetheir lands only with river water, while Punjab,
on the hand, can use sweet underground water through
tubewells.
Kalabagh Dam was made controversial by many antistate elements. There were several factors:
a. India has been giving large sums to its agents in
former NWFP and Sindh, asking them to make the
dam a political issue. ...
b. ...
c. ...
d. ...
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e. ...
f. ...

Repatriate stranded Pakistanis in Bangladesh
The way to the repatriation of the stranded Pakistanis
can be cleared by simply filing a writ petition in a
High Court. No politician, not even the Government of
Pakistan, can then stop the process.
There is a very clear and relevant precedent. After the
creation of Pakistan in 1947, any person from any part
of India could enter its borders and become a Pakistani
automatically. He did not need any passport or visa
as neither was required. Everybody living within the
borders of Pakistan was a Pakistani national, whether
he was already living there or had migrated from
somewhere in India.
The borders remained open until the Pakistan
Citizenship Act was passed in 1951. After that, a
person coming from India had to take up residence for
six months, get a domicile certificate and then apply for
Pakistani citizenship. This procedure is in force since
then. ...
After East Pakistan became Bangladesh, the Pakistan
Government, headed by Benazir’s father, Z. A. Bhutto,
refused to recognize the change and continued to claim
that it was still a part of Pakistan. ...

Abolish the Senate
Every time a new political party wins the general
elections, it is handicapped severely by the Senate due
to its different schedule of the election. The party now
with a majority in the National Assembly cannot easily
pass legislation because the opposition controls the
Senate, being the majority party previously. The new
party must wait to get a majority in the Senate when
the next opportunity emerged. The party in opposition
now got a majority when the previous Senate election
was held.
The existence of the Senate is an unnecessary headache.
The Senate is for countries that have a large number
of political units, such as the US (50 states) and India
(29 states), to create a balance between the big and
the small states. It does not make sense with just four
provinces.
Actually, a sinister motive led to the creation of the
Senate in the 1973 Constitution. Z A Bhutto came to
power with the votes that he got from the Punjab and
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yet he hated its dominance. So, he decided to create
the upper house only to reduce the importance of the
Punjab. He intended to increase the powers of the
Senate to the level where the Punjab could not have its
way without the support of the smaller provinces. ...
The Senate must be abolished at the earliest opportunity.

Start publishing yearbook of the Government
Until the mid-1960s, the Information Ministry used to
publish a yearbook around the Independence Day. The
book would cover developments in all sectors under the
Central Government during the past 12 months. It was
printed on low-quality gray paper with black and white
pictures. The price was just four rupees, so all interested
readers could easily buy it, especially the students.
Then some babu had the brilliant idea of outsourcing
the book to a private publisher. He used good white
paper with many pictures in color and raised theprice
to a whopping Rs 150. There were few takers. So, the
project was scrapped, never to be revived.
After the creation of One Unit (by merging all provinces
into West Pakistan, in 1955), the Provincial Information
Departments also started publishing its yearbook. After
provinces were restored in 1970, the yearbook ceased
publication. ...
Simultaneously, work should start on preparing
yearbooks for the missing years since 1947. The
yearbooks should also be issued for all provinces. When
all yearbooks for the center and the provinces become
available, students, teachers, researchers, historians,
journalists,and scholars will find them very useful for
their work. The continuation of yearbooks will provide
a great source of information.

Disallow dual nationality to all
Acquiring citizenship of another country shows distrust
in one’s own country. It also makes one’s loyalty to
Pakistan uncertain. It enables foreign Governments
and institutions to send Trojan horses to our country.
Many Pakistanis want to have a safe haven after they
commit some crime and decide to run away.
The Government will prohibit by law the dual
citizenship for all Pakistani nationals. It will ask
Pakistanis with dual nationality to decide within 60
days which nationality they want to retain. ...

Revive land reforms introduced by Bhutto
Z A Bhutto improved the land reforms that Ayub Khan
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had introduced before the promulgation of the interim Constitution in 1972.Shariat Bench of the Supreme Court
annulled Bhutto’s reforms, maintaining that no limit could be imposed on land holdings.
Under Article 24 (2) of the Constitution, the Government can acquire property after payment of compensation.
The Government may acquire agricultural land in excess of the limit under land reforms and pay compensation
with long-term bonds (as was done under Ayub Khan).
While the acquired agricultural land may be allotted to farmers, having less than an economic holding, the state
will continue to own the land. The allotment to a farmer will be for life and may be transferred to a nominated
successor.
Mr. Muhammad Abd al-Hameed
The writer is an editor and commentator. He has written many books, the best being “The plan for
eradication of poverty” and its Urdu version, Ghurbat kaise mit sakti hai.” The plan will transform the
economic, political and social systems. He tweets (@Mahameed40) and writes on current affairs in Urdu
and English. He was a Consultant with National Reconstruction Bureau for seven years and wrote over
12 studies on various national affairs.
email: mahameed40@gmail.com

TÜRKIYE-TURKEY

1. We as part of a forty-three strong group visited from 31 Aug to 10 Sep 2018. It was an all
pre-planned, pre-paid and very well guided study-cum-excursion organized by PTF. We were
there to see the land and the people of Turkey. We had some idea of richness of the history
and the civilization of Turkey-the followers of the Roman Empire and the Ottoman Empire;
but it turned out to be a remarkable study tour of the history of mankind. The title Rumi of
Mevlana Jalalud din comes from Roman Empire. We went over all icons of civilizations,
Bakhtiar
relics and antiques saved from Moses (pbuh) times to the current times of Kemal Atatürk. The
end of First WW (1914-18) gave birth to the new era. The birth of modern democratic republic of Turkey, now
being ruled by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. This long period in history saw the capital of Roman Empire
shifting from Rome (27 BC-330 AD) to Mediolanum to Ravena to Nicomedia to Constantinople (330-1453).
Constantine was the last king, ruling from 1449 to 1453. From his name came Constantinople, the present
day Istanbul.
2. The first episode on this visit was covered in Issue No. 48, Oct 18. That covered the Terrain, Underground
City and the Tomb and Museum of Molana Rumi. Here please find pictures of Bursa, visit to Princess Island,
Topakapi Seraiy (Palace) and the Tomb and Museum of Mustafa Kemal.

See the extent from Europe to Asia; all
along the southern & northern shores of
Mediterranean Sea

Roman Empire: 27 BC to 1453 AD
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Bursa Old Capital of Ottoman Empire

Bursa The Oldest Capital
under Ottoman Rule.

Princess Island

Ferry docking at
Istanbul - Bosphorus
Marmara

Jellly Fish

Topakapi Seraiy

Main Enterance
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View of Istanbul
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Tomb & Museum of Mustafa Kemal

The Burrial Place
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STORM IN A TEACUP
“I don’t think I can trust anyone with
my baby.” My cellphone buzzed
with a message in the middle of the
night. It was from one of my high
school best friends after a long, long
time. Strangely, the text message
had no chic acronyms and internet
Ms. Saba S. Stephen
slangs so I instantly knew she was
on pins and needles. I asked her if everything was okay
at her end, and assured her that she could always open up
to me about anything and everything, and then her reply
went into the ‘typing’ mode for quite some time.
“Tomorrow is my little girl’s first day at school. I
taught her to keep her distance from the van driver, the
gatekeeper, the canteen guy, and the sickbay nurse. I also
enlightened her about the no-no zones on her body, and
took her in complete confidence that she must come to
me or her father if someone touches her inappropriately.
Although I have equipped her innocent mind with all
the necessary information, I still don’t feel like trusting
anyone anymore. Am I missing something? Did I cover
all bases? What should I do now?”
That night I stayed in bed tossing and turning with
unsettling thoughts. The text message from my best
friend uncovered the ruthless reality of our society in the
worst possible way. I remembered the time when I had
started going to school; the things my parents worried
about were uniform, books, and stationary while such
subject was treated as a taboo. No one stripped me of
my innocence way before time which today’s parents
are forced to do – since awareness could probably be the
only saving grace in this grave situation.
Child sexual abuse cases are rising day by day in our
country. The surge in these cases are causing modernday parents to take 10-15 years of innocence off their
child’s childhood. A recent report revealed that child
sexual abuse cases in Pakistan have increased from nine
cases per day in 2017 to 12 cases per day in 2018. Out of
the total reported cases, 74% were from rural areas while
26% were from urban areas. Such numbers are extremely
shocking for a conservative nation like Pakistan. These
circumstances are leaving educated parents with no
option but to expose their children to the naked realities
of life in an attempt to save them from potential sexual
abuse.
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All living beings are slaves to their bodily needs, but the
trait that sets human beings apart is their consciousness.
Child abusers, however, are totally oblivious to such
innate awareness. They are constantly on a lookout for
their next victim like savage beasts, thus weaving a legacy
of misery that could endure through generations. These
heartless predators not only molest the poor victims’
bodies but rape their unscathed futures too.
James T. Walsh once said: “The sexual abuse and
exploitation of children is one of the most vicious crimes
conceivable, a violation of mankind’s most basic duty to
protect the innocent.” For a sexual sin to become a sexual
crime, age and consent are the two key elements that
come into play. If the victim is an adult with no consent,
we call it rape. But if the victim is a helpless child, what
do we call it? It is a barbarity of highest degree that
leaves ugly marks on the face of so-called humanity. The
aftermath of such vile sexual crimes are hard to swallow,
let alone digest. The traumatized souls are damaged
for life emotionally, mentally, and sometimes even
physically. Trapped in the never-ending misery of sexual
ill-treatment, the victims hardly ever recover.
Years and years of ignorance have shaped us into
directionless beasts who could devour anything
that threatens their orthodox sentiments. Instead of
resurrecting our children’s future with education and
opportunities, we are stripping them of their innocence
with lightning speed. Amid this chaotic reality, it’s high
time to open up our repressed mindsets before it’s too late.
Confining to stereotypical roles should no longer come at
the cost of robbing children of their carefree childhood.
Society must own up to its flaws, unapologetically,
without seeking validation from cultural norms in order
to fully correct itself.
The truth is, we live in a society where growing number
of mentally sick adults are fantasizing about making out
with toddlers. It’s time to face the reality as it is, not as
we wish it would be, and leave no stone unturned to make
this monstrous world a better place for our children.
Perhaps this irrational longing for sexual gratification
could be curbed by brothels of consenting adults, for
we can choose the depth of our sins like we choose the
size of our virtues. But sadly, even in a whirlpool of such
horrid crime against children, the word ‘brothel’ alone
could still raise a storm in a teacup.
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‘Better Pakistan’

The vision of Thinkers Forum
Pakistan (TFP)

ABDUL MATEEN ANSARI
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
(AMS) REPORT - 2018/19
Mr. Kashif
Mateen Ansari

Ser

Contributors

Dec 18

Jan 19

BBF
1

Mr. Kashif Mateen Ansari

2

ACM Kaleem Saadat

3

Total
131,527

528,000

528,000
24,000

24,000

Bakhtiar Hakeem

5,760

5,760

4

Gen Liaqat Ali

4,800

4,800

5

Col Nasir

1,920

5,760

7,680

6

Mr. Ahmed Ali

960

960

1,920

7

Mr. Asad AMS (SB)

5,760

5,760

8

Mr.Abdullah AMS (SB)

5,760

5,760

Total

542,400

41,280

PKPA

1

APCOMS

5

-

2

HITEC

2

-

3

UET Taxila

9

-

4

Ranra School

3

-

5

COMSATS Wah

1

-

6

Al-Aziz Public School

2

-

7

CIIT Lahore

1

-

8

Cadet College Swat

1

9

Foundation Univ Rwp

1

-

10

Foundation Univ Isb (FUI) 3

-

11

Paid to Beneficiaries

60000

60,000

60,000

Misc exp

60,000

360

Oncology-Female Ward CMH

360

60,360

60,360

No of Institutions

12

12

No of Students

32

28

148 short-listed students at 11
different institutions have been
interviewed so far, in last six
years. 45 of the beneficiaries
have completed thier study.

Pakistan Kidney Patients Association

583,680

Beneficiaries

Total

In Service of sick, poor and the
needy. It is to reinforce the efforts of
doctors and the nursing staff helping
to minimize the pain and sorrows of
the patients.

Bal as on 30 Nov 2018 131,527
Received so far

583,680

Total:

715,207

Total Exp:

60,360

Bal as on 31 Jan 19

654,847

Paeds Oncology Ward - CMH
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I AM A TRAVELLER

Silenced by dogmas and silenced by oppression

O Omniscient and Omnipotent

I want to swim in the endless ocean of Your love

Glorious God

I want the world a family, one family - let the hate

I don’t want fame, wealth, luxury

go!

or a lady with class.

Matloob Bokhari

I want to hold Your rope and leave all the places

I don’t want manna raining from

of Satan

heaven

I want to serve the hungry, homeless and naked

I don’t want to live in the lofty palaces of kings

like moon, trees and stars

and queens

I want soft droplets to wash away tears of lonely

I don’t want a throne covered with ivory, overlaid

boys

with gold.

O Merciful! O Forgiving Lord

I don’t want to rule over the fish of the sea and

I want to be a traveler; all joys are temporary,

birds of the sky

nothing lasts in this world

I don’t want wine in gold goblets, holding inhands

I want to fly to the unknown land of my father

finer than velvet and palm softer than silk

with smiles

O All- Knowing and All- Hearing

I want Your remembrance be the food of my soul

I don’t want to drink from the eternal well of

I want the flower of Prophet’s love blossom in the

living water.

garden of my soul

I don’t want the immortal kiss of the daughter of

I want the love of prophet’s progeny shine like

Troy

starry sky in my heart

I don’t want songs of truth on my lips but in my

O my love, O my final destination

heart

I surrender to Your will; ask for Your mercy

O My Everlasting Refuge

I want to confess my inexcusable sins; ask for

O the All-Knowing God

Your forgiveness

I want to seek Your refuge from Satan the rejected

Allah! You have blessed me here in abundance

I want to beg Your forgiveness in my secret

I want Your blessing in the endless darkness

prayers, secret tears, secret fears

Sing Your glory in my grave with adoring air,

I want my thoughts on the wings of airmay spread

whistling trees and graceful butterflies

the perfume of love

O most Loving and most Forgiving God

I want my thoughts may give power to those

I want Your forgiveness most in my grave

silenced by whips and chains
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DIRECTORY OF MEMBERS
Updated January 2019

Ser

The first Directory of Members from M/No. 1 to 69 was published in Issue No.16; Jun 2012.
The 2nd Directory of Members from M/No. 70 to 95 was published in Issue No.29; Aug 2015.
MS #
Name
Status
Address
E-mail

1

96/15

Ch. Muhammad Mustafa

Active

H No. 1, Part No 1, Sector F-4, Mir Pur AK

0346 5257567
mustafa-mirpur@hotmail.com

2

97/15

Mr. Aftab Abbasi

Active

H No. 106, St No. 4, Phase-3, Bahria Town
Rawalpindi

0321-9540015

3

98/15

Mr. Arshad Hameed

4

99/15

M. Imtiaz Ali Hashmi

5

100/15

6

H No. 133A St, 8,Westridge 1, Rawalpindi

arshadhameed@
0300 5000028

H No. 34, St. 7, Sec B, Ph-1 DHAI

051-5788177 & 0300 5008209
imtiaz.hashmi77@gmail.com

Mr. Khurshid Ahmed

CE, Orient Engineering Services, 5 R-II
Khayaban-e-Firdausi, Johar Town , Lhr

0300 840 0812
khurshid.ahmad@orientes.com.pk

101/16

Lt Gen Ghulam Mustafa

H No. 48 Sarwar Colony, Sarwar Road,
Lahore Cantt

mustafa_mirpur@hotmail.com

7

102/16

Maj Gen Zahid Parvez

Active

H No.10, St 6, Sec C, Ph-1, DHA Isb

0321-5551609 & 051-5789310
zahidparvez_39@hotmail.com

8

103/16

Col Mushtaq Khan

Active

Apartment B6, Executive Suites, F-11/1,
Hillal Road

0332 5559113
mushkk@gmail.com

9

104/16

Dr.Ikram Azam
(Life time Member)

Active

H No. 37, Bhitai (School) Road, F-7/1,
Islamabad

0315-3061940
km.azam@hotmail.com

10

105/16

Gen Javeed Iqbal
(Life time Member)

Active

H No.2 Askari VIII, PAF Base Road,
Chaklala Rawalpindi

0300-5550999

11

106/16

Col Said Rasool

Active

H No.17, Sector B, Sec Road, Phase-II, DHA,
Islamabad

rasool_khattak@hotmail.com

12

107/17

Dr. Mazhar Qayyum

Active

Eye Surgeon, Mazhar Eye Hospital, 113 Saadi
mazhareyehospital@yahoo.com
Road, Saddar, Rawalpindi

13

108/17

Mr. Falak Sher

Active

H No.167, Street No 7, G-15/2, Azad Jammu
Kashmir Society, Islamabad

0321-5599774
falaksherkhan1@gmail.com

14

109/17

Col Tariq Masood

Active

H No. 19, St 17, Sec C, Phase-1, DHA,
Islamabad

03009209384
tariqmasood!@hotmail.com

15

110/17

Gen Ayaz Ahmad
(Life time Member)

Active

4 Park Lane, Chaklala – 1, Rawalpindi Cantt

051-5091307 & 0336 0444609
ayaziahmad39@gmail.com

16

111/17

Rashid Ahmed

Active

H No. 9, St, 11,Sector C, Phase-1
DHA Islamabad

03335199272
r.ahmed1947@gmail.com

17

112/18

Mr.Hafeez ur Rehman

Active

H No. 401, St 34. F11/2, Islamabad

hafeez.amin@outlook.com

18

113/18

Mr. Imran Yasin

Active

Medical Lab Technologist, DHQ Hospital,
Lodhran

iiimranyasin@gmail.com
0302-7563119

19

114/18

Mr.Muhammad Iqbal
Sheikh

Active

Chairman, Khushhal Feed and Farms (Pvt)
Ltd, 25 Industrial Triangle, Kahuta Road,
Islamabad

smiqbal62@gmail.com
0300-8559559

20

115/18

Dr.Murtaza Mughal

Active

President Pakistan Economy Watch, 402
4th Floor Gulistan Plaza, Fazal-e-Haq Road,
Blue Area, Islamabad

drmurtazamughal@yahoo.com
0321-5157671

21

116/18

Brig Saad Muhammad

Active

House No. 35, St 6, Sec F, Phase-2, DHA,
Islamabad

13spearthead@gmail.com
0300-8591675

22

117/19

Mrs. Waheeda Sajid

Active

P-183, Kocha Nadir Din, Androon City,
Rawalpindi

0332-5517879

Resigned
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Youm e Kashmir - 5 Feb
‘Peace for Humanity in Kashmir’

Elibrary Rawalpindi organized a seminar on “Peace for Humanity in Kashmir” with the collaboration of State
Youth Assembly and at Young Volunteers for Peace. Secretary General Thinkers forum Pakistan Col Bakhtiar,
Chief Guest, Director YFK Mrs. Shaista Safi, Chairman State Youth Assembly Sardar Waqas Javed, Dr Ghulam
Hussain Babar Senior tutor Pmas Arid agriculture university, PRO to President AJK Bilal Anjum, President
Shaoor-E-Ilam society Pakistan Latif ur Rehman Afaqi, CEO Apex life Construction Syed Hammad Gillani,
Youth Activist Muzamil Banday were the guest speakers of the session.

Mr. Sher Afzal Malik receiving the Chief Guest

Chief Host

January 12 , 2019
th

Bakhtiar

LETTERS TO EDITOR

Lawyers’ Aerial Firing
Some of the lawyers of the Faisalabad Bar Association were shown on a tv channel
indulging in aerial firing to celebrate the winning of their candidates in the Bar
Elections.

Col. Riaz Jafri (Retd)

It was not only surprising but shocking to see the very custodians of the law indulging so blatantly and
brazenly in violating the law and that too not in some remote corner of the city but right in the vicinity of
the courts and offices of the civil administration! Of all the people it is least expected of the lawyers to defy
the law that openly and unashamedly. The lawyers are bound to know of this legal restriction and anyone
committing such an offence does it knowingly and wilfully caring too hoots for the law enforcing agencies.
As such their crime is not an ordinary crime but a premeditated and wilful act of violating the law and must,
therefore, be dealt with keeping this perspective in view.
The perpetrators must be tried by a court of law and if found guilty given an exemplary punishment to act
as a deterrent to others.
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CREATIVITY

“It is capacity to discover”

What is it?
To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong.
Bakhtiar

Joseph Chilton Pearce

Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.
Pablo Picasso

Creative endeavor requires physical and mental space; without privacy, solitude, and time it suffocates
…It is impossible to pursue original thought in the scattered remnants of a day or a lifetime.
		
Judith Groch
Creativity can be described as the letting go of certainty. 					

			
Gail Sheehy

Creativity is not far from freedom. To be creative is to know who we are…

Garth Aldrich

The life of a creative person is lead, directed and controlled by boredom. Avoiding boredom is one of our
most important purposes.
Saul Stoppard
True creativity often starts where language ends.

Arthur Koestler

Creativity comes by breaking the rules, by saying you’re in love with the anarchist.

		
Anita Roddick
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